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Abstract— Now each day itinerant may be a necessary a part of 

the peoples life. there's incessantly rising in a very number of 

mobile computing applications, targeted on the peoples way of 

life. In such applications, location dependent systems are 

detected as a vital application. Such application which presents 

the design and implementation of such a location is often called 

Smart Travel Guide. We tend to propose design of mobile tour e 

r guide system for golem Mobile Phones that's able to offer to 

artistry data to the mobile users handily. Our system takes 

advantage of light-weighted mash up technology which will mix 

quite one knowledge sources to create added services, whereas 

overcomes the constraints of mobile devices. 

 

General Terms:- API, Mashup, Mobile phones 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

This paper can facilitate new folks in town to and 

precise data regarding town connected aspects(e.g. Current 

Location, Buses, Taxies, Fares ATMs, Hotels etc, which is able 

to seem between supply to destination). Problem is that folks 

aren't able to get data concerning the town after they comes in to 

the city time. Therefore, we tend to shall explore a way to build 

Associate in Nursing Application town information Provider 

supported mashup technology to resolve this drawback. would 

like of this project is that, anyone will access the actual data 

concerning the town based on their demand. 

Provide AN application that permits residents and 

guests of a town to out additional information concerning town 

connected aspects which can embody info concerning Taxies, 

Buses, ATMs, fares, distance on the method of users destination 

and conjointly provides info concerning Hotels to the Food 

Inspector. one that comes within the town  time. He doesn't grasp 

the knowledge regarding the city. therefore this application can 

full the necessity of the user or the guests UN agency comes into 

the town. once the freshly comer person comes into the town he 

or she is going to get the notification which will seem on his or 

her mobile device screen straightaway. 

This application can give the knowledge associated with 

Hotels and which sort of food they are providing. so if Food 

Inspector desires to examine quality of the food then he/she will 

go directly on that place anytime. Current mobile services area 

unit increased with location aware features, providing the user 

with higher use experience. an excellent range of itinerant 

applications appeared recently, several of that area unit location-

related. Location-dependent services, that answer location-

related queries, area unit a crucial category of context-aware 

applications. With sorts of promising applications, like local info 

acquire (traffic condition, navigation messages and then on) and 

neighboring surroundings queries, such as finding the closest 

edifice, location-dependent query service can shortly become 

associate necessary a part of our daily lives. we'll describe the 

planning, implementation and readying of a location-based 

application, named Smart Travel Guide, with the itinerant as a 

platform. This application permissible users to urge tour steering 

information they have anytime and anyplace. above all, the 

traveler knowledge might be browsed or queried through 

associate Internet map service like Google Maps. 

GPS has become a mainstay of transit worldwide. It 

provides correct location info for an infinite variety of 

individuals anyplace within the world. GPS satellites broadcast 

signals from house that area unit picked up and known by the 

receivers, then the receiver area unit given 3 dimensional 

locations: latitude, great circle and altitude. If the user device 

includes a GPS (Global Positioning System) module that is 

changing into progressively common in current mobile devices, 

the user’s location are often outlined terribly accurately 

 

2. BASIC CONCEPT:  

1Find Current Location 

2 find in Map 

3 Calculate Distance between 2 Cities 

4 Video Search 

5 forecast 

 notice Current Location similarly as give Notification once  user 

enters into town. Distance between supply to destination with 

fares on users necessities. info regarding Hotels, ATMs and far-

famed places. Support users spiced Languages.(English, Hindi, 

Marathi) 

 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

System S=Android Application 

System S=S, I,_;O 

S = GPS; Google Earth 

I = PD; SD;WF 
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_ = Function 

O = Output 

I1 = PD Places Directory 

I2 = SD Smart distance 

I3 = WFW either Forecast 

I1 = Hotel; Hospital; Bank; cafe Area; ATM; :::::::::::; n 

_1 = I1O1 

O1 = Phone no :; Address; Map; Distance; Reviews and Ratings 

I2 = Source; Destination 

Let; F(M) = 1Cali 

Cal = R;  

R = Routes, Dist = Distance 

R = R1;R2;R3; ::::::::::;Rn 

R1 = Source;C1;C2;C3; ::::::::::;Cn 

Dist = D1;D2;D3; ::::::::::::;Dn 
D = Distance/Route 

Source= Distance [Source 

+ 1Distance � Between[Source; Ci] 

1Ci = Source 

If R= = Null 

1Di= Source 

Min-Distance= min (Di, Di+1) 

O 2= Min-Distance 

 

The objective of output style is to  the controls and format of all 

written documents and reports and screens that may be made by 

the system. The output is that the most significant and direct 

supply of knowledge to the user. for several finish users output is 

that the main reason for developing the system and also the basis 

on that they're going to assess the quality of the appliance. 

Output generally refers to the system results. The output of the 

system is intended thus on embrace a number of reports. Reports  

the output style. Output style is Associate in Nursing in progress 

activity, which start throughout study part itself. Output typically 

refers to the results knowledge} data rated by the system. It may 

be within the variety of operational documents and reports. 

Objectives of Output style 

 

Data Flow Diagram: 

 
Figure. 1 Data Flow Diagram 

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

A description of the program design is bestowed. 

scheme style or diagram, Package Diagram, Deployment 

diagram with description is to be bestowed. 

 

The design of this technique contains 3 layers: 

presentation layer, logical layer and information 

Sources layer. Presentation layer provides the interaction 

between the end-users and also the system. The mobile end-users 

typically interact with mashup server through the mobile internet 

browser. thanks to the restrictions of mobile device, the content 

displaying issue must be self-addressed during this layer. Logical 

layer is that the most vital layer of the system. It deals with 

information and services from the info sources layer and the 

mobile end-users. The transformation of XSL converts the 

format of XML that is from the info supply layer into the format 

of WML (Wireless Markup Language), that is ability to deliver 

the result to the mobile application program by the Wireless 

Application Protocol(WAP). Data sources layer provides 

information, content and repair to be mashed-up by the open 

internet Apis and databases. Currently, additional and additional 

websites offer API to the developers and researchers. The Apis 

of Google Maps is the most wide utilized in the varied areas. the 

foremost well-liked protocols utilized by the Apis square 

measure REST  

 
Figure. 2 System Architecture 

 

5. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The challenge address by mobile was ability to induce 

exact location from the desired favorites, current location, map, 

distance between 2 cities, weather report, find the video. Pointed 

out from the analysis that several applications have been 

developed, however a number of the traveler info is mainly 

obtained through newspaper, magazines these applications don't 

give precise info whereas user on move. After finding out several 

researches papers and conjointly addressed several downside 

however the some mentioned on top of the major issue that the 
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projected system can attempt to solve many downside connected 

with current location, map, distance between 2 cities, weather 

report, notice the video. In order to assist the user WHO is newer 

to the town at the traveling time and gets current location, map, 

distance between 2 cities, weather report, notice the video. 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

Thus we've got completed the analysis on project 

management tool with success wherever the most motto of the 

project is to supply one application for all unknown users and 

correct analysis of the standard of comes. the applying is 

intended so as to keep up the exigency and accuracy in quality 

analysis and dealing. We have bestowed the look of Associate in 

Nursing application referred to as town data Portal and product 

will give town connected data as per the users demand. 
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